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Watch the week three introduction video here.

Continuing to Weave:

Keep weaving until you get to row 443

At that point you will need to decrease to a point. Pun intended!

https://youtu.be/6phhjIUIZF8


To do this: Tie a loop around the left side warp. The reason for this is that
you will be sewing through the left bead in order to decrease by one bead.
If you don’t make that loop you will unweave that bead. For every decrease
up until the point you will have to tie that loop before sewing through the
bead to decrease.

In order to decrease by one bead, sew through the left bead



Insert your thread between warps one and two so that your thread is at the
back of the piece.

Pick up seven beads according to the pattern and place them behind and in
between the warp threads. Take your thread to the front between warps 11
and 12 and sew through the tops of the beads.



Make a loop around warp 2.

Sew through the left bead.



Pick up seven beads and put them behind and in between the warp
threads.

Sew through the tops of the beads.



Sew through the left bead. You’ve got the drill down!

As before, take your five beads behind and in between the warp and sew
through the tops of the beads. We are almost at the point!



Weave three beads in the next row following the previous method.



You are now going to sew in that one last bead that makes the point.
Whatever tail you have, just leave as if it is long enough it will be useful for
attaching the gold heart charms during finishing.



Next week we will be taking the piece off the loom and trimming the stray
weft ends and sewing in the warp ends. Not nearly as much fun as weaving
but it should only take you fifteen minutes or so and then you have the final
product and you can start on a new piece.

If you watched this week’s introduction video you may have heard me
mention a bracelet pattern! Next week we will be giving each of you a free
bracelet pattern to match the Meredith Necklace. You should have enough
beads left to make this!


